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The Visual
Where Art meets Film

“Melinda has protean talent, a beautiful
imagination and the energy and courage to
explore every avenue of art as far as it would take
her. In other words, she is more than just an
artist but a force. Her paintings tell of a brave
sensuality fully expressed.”
— Robert Redford 2010
Founder Sundance Film Festival,
Director, Actor

The Verbal
Where Writing brings Hope

The great “meltdown” of modern sexual anarchy is the
real subject of Melinda Camber Porter's work. Even
now, she seems to say, love is possible. A kind of love,
perhaps. Some kind of love. Readers will understand,
without coaching, what she means.

— Saul Bellow 1994
Author

The Spiritual
Where our Body and Soul Meet

“Melinda’s philosophy as expressed in her
paintings is guided by Blake’s thoughts
particularly in the way they both view so
similarly the relationship between the
spiritual and the material worlds. Both
Melinda and Blake’s works are focused on
an exploration of the relationship between
the soul and the body. This theme is at the
centre of Blake’s works as it is at the centre
of Melinda’s works. I can go on forever
about this topic.”

— Robin Hamlyn
Senior Curator, Tate London

A New Cosmology
Where Global Cultures Meet

“In an art market crowded with hollow
protestations of “self-identity,” Melinda
Camber Porter’s works offer us a new
cosmology and an authentic vision of our age.
In our era of slickly produced images,
teeming with messages rather than feelings,
Camber Porter’s paintings strike a distinctive
balance between the achingly personal and
the aesthetically beautiful. ”

— Peter Trippe
Editor, Fine Art Connoisseur

Cultural Thoughts
Where Humanity is Directed

A journalist committed to creativity and providing
insight into cultural talents through interviews and
profiles
“John Higgins, then arts editor of The Times, divided critics into the kind
who opine from a distance and never wish to meet their subjects and the kind
who, like Melinda Camber Porter, “see themselves as a bridge between the
creator and the public”. She chose her subjects carefully, listened well and
directed the conversation by nothing more than the occasional nudge.

Some of her subjects, including the film directors Louis Malle and Wim
Wenders, became lifelong friends. She was meticulous in her research. She
had a gift for the interview. Before going to Chicago to see Saul Bellow, she
read 20 books in 30 days. Before seeing the great film directors, she would
watch every one of their films. At a time when arts journalism was already
becoming a more hurried profession, she stood against the trend.”

Melinda Camber Porter
(1953 – 2008)

Exploring as an artist, author, poet, journalist and filmmaker the
spiritual, the intellectual, and the merger and boundaries of the
two, a belief in life, a belief in the creative process and creative
people, and a trust in love and beauty.
Born and raised in London. Educated at Lady Margaret Hall,
Oxford University. Lived in Paris in the 1970s as the Cultural
Correspondent for The Times.
For over 25 years Melinda Camber Porter lived at the Hotel Des
Artistes in New York City where she married, raised her two
children and created her art, films and writings. After a prolonged
battle with ovarian cancer, Porter died aged 55 at the family home
in Sag Harbor, New York.
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No. of Works
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Non-Fiction

100

Interviews &
Journalism

Art

100

Figurative &
Emotional

Poetry

75

Highly Personal

Fiction

25

Europe, America &
Asia

Total

300

Multiple Formats for Each
of the 300 Creative Works

Media
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Distribution

Used by
Archive Today

Print
Books

Print-onDemand

WEB &
Bookstores
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E-Books
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Media of
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Audio/DV
D/Film
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Other
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Media of
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Audio/DV
D/Film
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America & Asia
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Public
Spaces

Museums/
Libraries/Other

Many

Events

Economic Model
To Produce & Distribute
One Creative Work

Goal: Economics at
Or below $10k per Work

Goal: Self fund &
Generate Cash
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